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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the Exhibit.
An administrator is configuring an ESXi 6.x host to use
multiple NICs to resolve a management network redundancy error.
After configuring a second NIC, the server is not able to
communicate when the primary connection is taken down. The

administrator analyzes the Exhibit shown here.
Based on the exhibit, what is the likely cause of the issue?
A. E1000 is the incorrect NIC Driver for this card.
B. There is a MAC address conflict on the network.
C. vmnic2 is not connected to a physical switch.
D. vmnic4 is not attached to a vSwitch.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The exhibit clearly shows that the vmnic2 is not connected to
the physical switch that is why it is showing the down warning.
Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. What is the cause of this error message?
A. The local
advanced.
B. The local
basic.
C. The local
enhanced.
D. The local
basic
Answer: D

zone mode is basic and the remote zone mode is
zone mode is default and the remote zone mode is
zone mode is advanced and the remote zone mode is
zone mode is enhanced and the remote zone mode is

NEW QUESTION: 3
What happens to a process when a new version of a used plugin
is uploaded into an instance of IBM
UrbanCode Deploy?
A. IBM UrbanCode Deploy provides a message that the process
might be impacted by new step versions
which are available in the new plugin version.
B. Nothing happens because the process continues to use the
versions of steps that were defined in the
previous version of the plugin.
C. The process steps automatically are updated to use the
versions that are provided in the new plugin
version.
D. In current versions of the tool, the processes unfortunately
become broken and must be manually
repaired.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
When a configuration change requires a reboot, which policy

specifies how Cisco UCS manager should proceed?
A. maintenance policy
B. local disk policy
C. host firmware policy
D. boot policy
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Explanation
Use the Maintenance Policy to specify how Cisco UCS Manager
should proceed for configuration changes that will have a
service impact or require a server reboot. Values for the
Maintenance Policy can be
"immediate", "user- ack", or "timer automatic". The best
practice is to not use the "default" policy, and instead to
create and use Maintenance Policies for either "user- ack" or
"timer automatic", and to always have these as elements of the
Service Profile or Service Profile Template definition.
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/
servers-unified-computing/ucs-manager/whitepaper_c11-697337.htm
l
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